Big things often have small beginnings

FRESH PAINT

AN ARTY ADVENTURE

I-CANDY

HOLLY JOLLY CHRISTMAS

MIX AND MATCH

HEATHER’S HOLIDAY SPECIAL

2015 TOP 15

MONEY IS IN THE AIR

GHOULISH GLAM

MAGICAL MASQUERADE

LINE TIME

IMPRESSIVE AIBRUSH TATTOOS

TEAR DROP TRICKS

SIMPLE SPEEDY FACE PAINTING

PATRIOTIC POWDER

CLASSICS WITH A TWIST

HOLIDAY HUSTLE

THE CREATIVE BOSS PART I

THE CREATIVE BOSS PART II

THE CREATIVE BOSS PART III
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Rainbow Cakes are life
changers Literally you can
cover the background of a
design in under a minute with
perfectly blended colors. If you
are having trouble using Rainbow Cakes try using a petal
sponge since its smaller and
might be easier to use until
you get the hang of it.

In the past if you wanted to
create a multicolored design
you needed to lay down color by color. Arty Cakes let
you create amazing rainbow
designs in one stroke of your
brush. Arty Cakes are best
used with a brush like the
Arty brush large (3/4 flat
brush)

THE BEST most underrated product for face
painters. Starblend is a dry powder that
can be applied as a base coat for designs
like spider-man eyes, white tigers, skulls,
ghosts and any other time you want a
white base. I HIGHLY recommend it when
doing rainbow designs because the colors
don’t bleed or the white doesn’t dull the
rainbow colors. Its also amazing to use
with stencils so you don’t get the bleeding
under the stencils. its a MUST have and
lasts forever

Latest and GREATEST! Love love love my horn OOh
stencil such a great tool to have in your kit
Arty Cakes usually have a light and dark side so they
help you create outlines and contours with one stroke.
As a guide use the dark color on the outside and lighter
colors in places you want to highlight
Glitter cremes are the bomb.com: Glitter cremes are
awesome because they go over paint without smudging it and the glitter is so soft. It’s like velvet and lasts
all day. It’s even comfortable to wear over the eyes

Starblend is applied dry which means you can apply color
directly on top, no waiting for the white base to dry also no
bleeding into or dulling the color. This speeds up the rainbow
effect and is more comfortable with the powder base.

Round Down Round Nose
Good for puppies, Bunnies
and Cheetahs

Cute Heart Shaped Nose
Good for kitties, rainbow tigers
and little faces

Monster Dragon Nose
Good for dragons monsters
and dinosaurs

Deep U Nose
Good for Cats
Bunnies and Lions

Triangle Nose
Good for tigers, Cats
felines

Tip: When you want to soften or make heavy black lines less intense use a metallic
color on top like gold or Ziva blue. It takes your line work to a new level

A body brush is good for more than just bodies. It’sgreat for making large strokes with your arty
cakes for crowns and masks

Tiger and animal marking tip: Make a tiger line and
then add an extra oval to the middle to give the
line a different shape

